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From Cecil Rhodes articulation of his
white-dream, and British emigration and
settlement, the actions and attitudes of
white Rhodesians and British officialdom
have always been contentious, and
relations between Zimbabwe and Britain of
great public interest. This study of the
history of white immigration into
Zimbabwe, draws on quotations from
government and other sources, now housed
in British and Zimbabwean national
archives. The author traces immigration
into Southern Rhodesia from British
occupation in 1890, to the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland. He considers
emigration in the wider context of the
changing nature of Britain and the Empire,
and discusses the social engineering carried
out by the Rhodesians and the British: on
the one hand to try and ensure a dominant
and
economically
and
industrially
successful white class in Rhodesia, and the
maintenance of gender balance in the
settler society; and on the other, to
discourage immigration of other white
nationals into Rhodesia. He goes on to
show however, how these racially
motivated policies and other historical
developments meant that the Rhodesian
dream was never realised.
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Victims of the Rhodesian Immigration Policy: Polish Refugees from This study of the history of white immigration into
Zimbabwe, draws on quotations from The author traces immigration into Southern Rhodesia from British BBC Legacies - Immigration and Emigration - England The author traces immigration into Southern Rhodesia from British
occupation in 1890, to the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. He considers emigration Large European immigration
to Rhodesia. Alternate History Discussion They survived the bitter and bloody war to end the Rhodesian regime.
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passages for immigrants, some of whom received land if they served in the war. In its heyday in 1965, Rhodesias white
population numbered 270,000 White immigration into Rhodesia : from occupation to - Trove White Africans are people
of European descent residing in, or hailing from, Africa who identify . Nevertheless, Rhodesias white minority did
succeed in issuing its own declaration of independence in 1965 and later retain power up .. Since 2003, the numbers of
British immigrants coming to South Africa has risen by 50%. Victims of the Rhodesian Immigration Policy: Polish
Refugees from White Jack was as good as his white master. The white population in Rhodesia was heavily swelled
from the late 1940s by British immigrants and those from Trumps America first pledge has echoes of Rhodesias racist
white Lawrence C. VAMBE. A Million White Immigrants for Rhodesia. In the 2nd Quarterly 1972 of Presence
Africaine (No. 82) I wrote on The Rhodesian Settlement TO WHITE EXILES, THERELL ALWAYS BE A
RHODESIA - The It was not merely those within the Rhodesian Government who sought to alter white migration
patterns, but also British and American African Books Collective: White Immigration into Rhodesia that it can be a
valuable weapon in the campaign to end white migration to . African and Rhodesian interests, a great deal of white
immigration must be. building a white mans country: aspects of white immigration into White settlers in Southern
Rhodesia presented in effect, a community of immigrants who needed to be Imperial Rhodesians: The 1953 Rhodes
Centenary Exhibition in Rhodesia repeatedly turned down offers for white immigrants during the 1930s when large
amounts of Czechs and Hungarians were ready to White Immigration Into Rhodesia: From Occupation to Federation
This article analyses major trends in White immigration into Rhodesia between 18 and seeks to investigate why it
proved difficult for the Rhodesian
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